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ALICIA READ – YEAR 4 CLASS – KINDY BUDDIES
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This year Mrs. Read’s class has been working with the
children from Chandler’s Hill Kindy each fortnight. We have
been focusing on STEM activities, using our skills in science,
technology, engineering, and maths.
The first activity we did was making straw towers.
Modelling clay was used to hold straws together, which
eventually made a 3D shape. The most common shape was
the square. Making the shape was very hard and many
collapsed.
Then in the next session we did some coding with
cups. We talked about how computers need
instructions to follow. We drew arrows on pieces of
paper and we took turns drawing and arranging the
cups and arrows. We had to follow the code that our
buddy made to create the tower.
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In another session we made bubbles and bubble
wands. The bubbles mixture was made of a
liquid that had water and soap in it, we had
different solutions and had to work out which
was the best. The best mixture had glucose
syrup. The bubble wands were made with pipe
cleaners wrapped around to make a certain
shape.

th

23 – 24
September
24 Hour Pedal Prix
Race

One of the other activities we did was making paper helicopters.
They spin around once they are correctly cut and folded. Once we
had finished we got to draw a design on them.
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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An interesting activity
was learning about
walking water. A cup
was filled with dyed
water and a strip of
tissue paper was dipped
in. The colour crept up
the paper into the other
cup. We also put some
white flowers into the
cup and they sucked up
the colour into their petals.
Kindy buddies is very fun, and it provides a great
opportunity for people to work together and make new
friends.
By Chester T and Kiara T

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
Dear Families,
Many thanks to all families for supporting teachers with their professional learning at the Pupil Free Day on
Monday 4th September. The day involved building a common understanding of assessment tasks and criteria for
grading to ensure fair and consistent judgement of student work occurs within the school and across schools in our
area. This will be reflected in student reports at the end of the year.
Recently all students had the opportunity to attend workshops in the library with Phil Cummings author of Ride
Ricardo Ride and other children’s books. He encouraged students to write and demonstrate techniques to develop
their skills and confidence as young authors. Teachers also benefitted from working with Phil and will support
students to further develop their writing skills.
Congratulations to our Future Leaders for their initiative to have the whole school participate in the ‘Walk a Mile in
My Boots’ program supporting the Hutt Street Centre in their work with families in need. Well done to everyone
involved.
Our students will continue to demonstrate their wide variety of skills and abilities in many state venues in the next
few weeks. The choir will perform in the Festival of Music on Sunday 17th September at the Entertainment Centre.
On the following weekend 23rd/24th September the Pedal Prix team will be competing at Murray Bridge. The
SAPSASA netball team will compete in the state final on Thursday 28th September at Priceline Stadium. Good luck
and best wishes to all participants. We are proud of the commitment you have demonstrated to each team and
know that you will represent our school with pride. Many thanks to all parents for your ongoing support and
commitment to your children in these events.
The weather is improving and with that we hope student health will improve. Please be aware that students are
still experiencing the symptoms of colds and flu and may be vulnerable at this time of year.
We encourage families to support the school on Sunday 17th September for the Working Bee from 10am - 12pm.
This is a great opportunity to meet other families in the school and support us to improve our environment.
Regards
Debbie Hemming

ATTENDANCE - EVERYDAY COUNTS!!!

Our target is 95% student
attendance every week.
We have had 88% attendance for
this week - post winter bugs.

SCHOOL FOCUS – Walking on the Bricks and Respectful Communication with Adults
Our students have improved markedly with remembering our safety rule to walk on the bricks. Having a reminder and
a “yellow slip” to help memory has had great results.
Our data shows that the majority of students do the right thing, with fewer than 10 students being consistent
offenders who need support.
We are now focussing on “Respectful Communications with Adults”. All classes have had lessons on what we mean by
being respectful to adults and have a reflection session to further support students at the end of every day.
A “pink slip” is issued if a student is unable to be respectful after being reminded. This means they will sit out for 5
minutes at play time to stop and think about this. We will be collecting data on this focus and share it with students
and with our community through the newsletter.
Sue Schmidt

WALK A MILE IN MY BOOTS
Last week we took part in a fundraising walk. The “Walk a Mile in my Boots” campaign raises money for the Hutt
Street Centre which assists in feeding, clothing and providing a roof for those in need here in Adelaide.
Throughout the walk we were encouraged to take time to think about those people who are less fortunate, do
not have a place to call home and those who cannot even afford to eat on any given day. As a school we raised
$275 which will go a long way to helping the Hutt Street Centre and their volunteers to help individuals and
families in need.
By Gracie-Lee M and Sophie W

MATHS SURVEY - LESIA - Year 1 Teacher
What do you think Mathematics means?
To me Maths is in everything we do. It is using numbers and patterns then applying these
skills and knowledge to solve problems to complete day to day activities.
How do you use maths in everyday situations?
I use Maths in a variety of ways each day including: cooking, telling the time, playing
board games with my children, driving my car and shopping.
What is your favourite maths thing to do?
My favourite maths thing to do is playing board games with my children. I also like
spending money on clothes and other things to spoil myself and children.

POWERFUL LEARNER AWARDS - presented at assembly on 31st August
For being a confident and resilient learner
Rylee C, Tahlia G, Harry C, Tahlia O, Mia J, Bailey W, Finlay P,
For welcoming challenges that stretch their thinking
Onadee M, Billie T, Chloe D, Daniella M, Amelie Y Pia E, Olivia W, Jessica O, Tyson
K, Deacon N
For having an enduring belief that they can learn and achieve
Mia W, Kara L, Xander H, Lauren A, Carter M
For being able to solve problems from various context particularly those that relate to their lives
Leo W, Max H

CROWS ASSEMBLY – GROWING WITH GRATITUDE
On Friday the 8th of September, our school was privileged to have a team from the Adelaide Crows Football Club
visit our school and present the program “Growing with Gratitude”.
This health and wellbeing program is delivered by the Crows’ community team and aims to help teachers,
students and their families build and protect their mental
health.
The program is based around learning the Five Habits of
Happiness
 Gratitude
 Kindness
 Empathy
 Optimism
 Mindfulness
 Serving Others
These are taught through videos featuring key Crow’s players and fun activities run by trained presenters.
“It is important we teach children these skills and habits as it helps them develop resilience with everyday
challenges in their lives and gives them the best possible chance to succeed.” Andrew Fagan Crows CEO
Through the program, students learn to:
- Be more resilient, relaxed and engage in positive experiences
- Form stronger friendships and exhibit kindness more frequently
- Be more optimistic and show increased self-esteem; and
- Focus on academic achievement and improve decision making.
Our students had a fun time at this assembly and learnt some important life values. Make sure you ask your
child about it.
Classes will be following up with lots of additional activities around these themes.
Dean Carter

COMMUNITY NOTICES

COMMUNITY NOTICES
BRING HOME A BIG BROTHER OR SISTER AND BRING FRENCH, ITALIAN OR SPANISH CULTURE TO LIFE!
Why not volunteer to host an international student from France, Italy or Spain next year? We have a small group
of delightful students coming to Australia for 11 weeks to immerse in local Australian culture, experience our
High schools, sports, environment and lifestyle. All these international students are around 15 or 16 years old,
speak excellent English, have their own spending money, cover all school expenses, and we arrange all aspects of
their program. They are looking forward to joining an Australian family for a short term cultural immersion stay.
It’s fun and interesting to help these young people achieve their Australian dream. If you would like to know
more, please email your interest to ICM on info@icm-education.com.au or call Georgie or Anja on 1800 500 501,
or visit our website www.icm-education.com.

Happy Valley Bowling Club Inc - Free Come& Try Day!
Lawn bowls is a fun, low impact sport suitable for all ages. Many players in our last Commonwealth Games
team were only in their 20’s!
Happy Valley Bowling Club - located at the Happy Valley Sports Park - is holding a free Come’n’Try day to give
you a chance to give it a go! It’s on Sunday September 17th, from 1pm to 4pm. Flat shoes (sneakers) essential.
For more information, or to register, please contact Bob Beaton on 0408 573 311 or rjbeaton1@outlook.com
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